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SUMMARY
PROB is an animation and model checking tool, which supports integrated event- and state-based speciﬁ-
cations combining B and CSP. We present an initial strategy for implementing the combined speciﬁcation
model as a concurrent Java program. Our Java implementation for the combined B and CSP model
uses a similar approach to that of JCSP. The restricted operational semantics for the integrated B and
CSP model in PROB is deﬁned. Then a new Java package, JCSProB, is developed for implementing the
semantics. The new package supports external choice with multi-way synchronization, and introduces an
improved multi-threading implementation from JCSP. Copyright © 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Formal approaches to modelling and developing concurrent computer systems, such as CSP [1] and
CCS [2], have been in existence for more than thirty years. Many research projects and a number of
real world systems [3–5] have been developed from them. However, most programming languages
in the industry, which support concurrency, still lack formally deﬁned concurrency models to make
the development of such systems more reliable and tractable. Liveness and fairness issues, such as
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deadlock and starvation, are usually intractable, and depend totally on the developers’ skills and
experience in concurrent systems development. Therefore, many approaches have been attempted
to formalize the development of concurrent Java systems.
FormalanalysistechniqueshavebeenappliedtoconcurrentJavaprograms.JML[6]andJassda[7]
provide strategies to add assertions to Java programs, and employ runtime veriﬁcation techniques
to check the assertions. Such approaches are concerned with the satisfaction of assertions in Java
code, not explicit veriﬁcation against a formal concurrency model. An explicit formal concurrency
model, which can be veriﬁably transformed into a concurrent Java program, would represent a
useful contribution.
Magee and Kramer [8] introduce a process algebra language, ﬁnite state processes, and provide
a formal concurrency model for developing concurrent Java programs. Then the labelled transition
system analyser tool is employed to translate the formal model into a graphical equivalent. However,
as no mapping has been deﬁned from the formal model to Java, a Java implementation, here, is a
manual transcription from the formal model. There is no guarantee that the Java code would be a
correct implementation of the formal model.
JCSP [9] is a Java implementation of the CSP/occam language. It implements the main
CSP/occam structures, such as process and channel, as well as key CSP/occam concurrency
features, such as parallel, external choice and sequential composition, in various Java inter-
faces and classes. It bridges the gap between speciﬁcation and implementation. With all the
Java facility components in the JCSP package, developers can easily construct a concurrent
Java program from its CSP/occam speciﬁcation. The correctness of the JCSP translation of the
occam channel to a JCSP channel class has been formally proved [10]: the CSP model of the
JCSP channel communication was shown to reﬁne the CSP/occam concurrency model. Early
versions of JCSP (before 1.0rc6) targeted classical occam, which only supported point-to-point
communication, while recently, new versions of JCSP have moved on to support the occam-
language, which extends the classical occam with -calculus. More CSP mechanisms, e.g. external
choice over multi-way synchronization, have been implemented in JCSP version 1.0rc7. Our
work is mainly based on JCSP 1.0rc5, while we plan to move to 1.0rc7. We will discuss this
in Section 5.
Raju et al. [11] developed a tool to translate the occam subset of CSP/occam directly into
Java with the JCSP package. Although in our experience the tool is not robust enough to
handle complex examples, it provides a useful attempt at building automatic tool support for the
JCSP package.
Recent research on integrating state- and event- based formal approaches has been widely recog-
nized as a promising trend in modelling large-scale systems [12–15]. State-based speciﬁcation is
appropriate when data structure and its atomic transition is relatively complex; event-based spec-
iﬁcation is preferred when design complexity lies in behaviour, i.e. event and action sequencing
and synchronization between concurrent or distributed processes. In general of course, signiﬁcant
systems will present design complexity, and consequently require rich modeling capabilities, in both
aspects. CSP-Oz [16], csp2B [13],C S P B [14] and Circus [15] are all existing integrated formal
approaches. However, the lack of direct tool support is a major limitation of these approaches.
Proving the correctness of their combined speciﬁcations requires complex techniques, such as
composing the veriﬁcation results from different veriﬁcation tools [17], or translating the combined
speciﬁcation back into a single speciﬁcation language [13,18].
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The PROB tool [19] is designed for animation and model checking formal models. It supports
an integrated formal approach [20], which combines B [21] and CSP§. A composite speciﬁcation
in PROB uses B for data deﬁnition and operations. For a concurrent system, a CSP speciﬁcation is
employedasaﬁlterontheinvocationsofatomicBoperations,thusguidingtheirexecutionsequence.
An operational semantics in [20] provides the formal basis for combining the two speciﬁcations.
The PROB tool, which was designed for the classical B method, provides invariant checking, trace
and singleton-failure reﬁnement checking and is able to detect deadlock in the state space of the
combined model.
The main issue in developing an implementation strategy for PROB is how to implement the
concurrency model of the B+CSP speciﬁcation in a correct and straightforward way. Furthermore,
we need an explicit formal deﬁnition, and ideally, automatic tool support, to close the gap between
the abstract speciﬁcation and concrete programming languages. The structure of the JCSP package
gives signiﬁcant inspiration. We have implemented the B+CSP concurrency model as a new Java
package, JCSProB, with a process–channel structure similar to JCSP. In our previous work [22,23],
we formally deﬁned a set of translation rules to convert a useful and deterministic subset of B+CSP
speciﬁcationtoJavacode.Tomakethetranslationmoreeffectiveandstable,anautomatictranslation
tool was constructed as a functional component of the PROB tool. This paper is an extended and
revised version of that presented in [23].
In this paper we deﬁne a restricted operational semantics for the combined B+CSP model
of PROB. The restricted semantics reduces non-determinism in the original B+CSP model. It is
concrete enough to be implemented into Java programs, and abstract enough to support modelling
most general systems. In Section 2 we introduce the combined B+CSP speciﬁcation, and our
restrictions on its semantics.
Our second contribution is the Java implementation strategy for the B+CSP concurrency model.
It implements basic features of the combined abstract speciﬁcation, and provides the fundamental
componentsforconstructingconcurrentJavaprograms.WediscussthedevelopmentoftheJCSProB
implementation package, and how it differs from that of JCSP, in Section 3. A new thread/process
mechanism is introduced to support process calls and mutual recursion. In Section 4, we use an
example to demonstrate these developments in JCSProB and in the translation. Section 5 concludes,
discussing ongoing work, including GUI development and scalability issues.
2. THE COMBINED B+CSP SPECIFICATION
As our work is inspired by the development of JCSP, when we discuss the Java implementation in
this section, we compare it with JCSP in the various aspects. We ﬁrst give a brief introduction to
the B+CSP speciﬁcation. Then we discuss the operational semantics of B+CSP, and the restricted
semantics used in this work. Finally, we demonstrate how the semantics works.
The B part of the combined speciﬁcation language supported in our approach is mainly from the
B0 subset. B0 is the concrete, deterministic subset of the B language describing operations and data
of implementations. It is designed to be mechanically translatable to programming languages such
§We will call this notation B+CSP for shorthand.
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Figure 1. An example B machine: the lift.
as C and Ada. A B machine deﬁnes data variables in the VARIABLES clause, and data substitutions
in the OPERATIONS clause. Possibly subject to a PREcondition—all of whose clauses must be
satisﬁed to enable the operation—an operation updates system state using various forms of data
substitution. Although the B speciﬁcation used in our approach is the B0 subset, we do support
some abstract B features, which are not in B0, e.g. precondition. These features are implemented
to provide extra capability for rapidly implementing and testing more abstract speciﬁcations in
Java programs. In the implementation, preconditions are interpreted as guards, which will block
the process if the precondition is not satisﬁed.
A B operation may have input and/or output arguments. For an operation op with a header rr←
op(ii), ii is a list of input arguments to the operation, while rr is a list of return arguments from it.
The INITIALISATION clause establishes the initial state of the system. The INVARIANT clause
speciﬁes the safety properties on the data variables. These properties must be preserved for all the
system states. Figure 1 shows a simple lift example in a B machine. It has a variable level,w h i c h
indicates the level of the lift, and two operations, inc and dec to move the lift up and down.
Turning to the integrated speciﬁcation, currently PROB only supports one paired B and CSP
combination. Although PROB supports trace reﬁnement checking for the combined speciﬁcation,
it does not, at present, provide a reﬁnement strategy for composing or decomposing an abstract
B+CSP model into a concrete distributed system. On the other hand, the CSP B approach does
provide a composition technique [17] for composing combined B and CSP speciﬁcations. A full
FDR-compliant CSP support has been recently implemented in PROB. Therefore, it is very likely
that the CSP B approach can be connected with the PROB tool. Our work here focuses on one
concrete B and CSP speciﬁcation pair.
A detailed deﬁnition of supported CSP syntax can be found in the PROB tool.
2.1. The operational semantics of B+CSP
The operational semantics of B+CSP is introduced in [20]. It provides a formal basis for combining
the B and CSP speciﬁcation. The B and CSP speciﬁcations are composed as parallel processes.
A B machine is viewed as a special process in the system, which maintains and updates the system
state through the data transitions in its operations.
Without CSP processes, a B machine process can ﬁre all its operations freely. The data transitions
can only be blocked by preconditions on the operation. However, in some cases, it may not be very
convenient to deﬁne system level behaviours only with precondition guards. Normally, a B machine
needs to deﬁne an abstract ‘program counter’ and use it in preconditions to control the execution
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Figure 2. The synchronization between B and CSP speciﬁcation.
of an operation [24]. However, this form of speciﬁcation of behaviour is opaque compared with
process algebra approaches such as CSP.
To work with CSP processes, a B machine process needs to synchronize and communicate. The
synchronization and integration of B and CSP processes are on the B operations and CSP channels.
• A B operation must have a corresponding CSP channel with the identical name. Together,
they form a combined B+CSP channel. The B operation is only ready to progress when the
corresponding CSP channel is also ready.
• A CSP channel is combined with a B operation, or it can be a pure CSP channel, which has
no B counterpart. A pure CSP channel is only used in the CSP part for communication.
Figure 2 illustrates how the synchronization works. Operations A, B and C all have corresponding
CSP channels in the CSP part. Only when channel A is ready, operation A is able to progress the
data transitions inside the operation. CSP channel D is only used by CSP processes, and has no
counterpart in the B machine. In this way, the system behaviour speciﬁed in CSP can be used to
control the execution of data transitions in the B machine.
The combined B+CSP event is deﬁned by the operational semantics. A state of a combined
B+CSP speciﬁcation is deﬁned as a pair, which includes a B state and a CSP state.
In [20], states  and   are the before and after B states for executing a B operation. The operation
is deﬁned with operation identiﬁer op, return variable r1,...,rm, and input variables a1,...,an,a s
r1,...,rm ←op(a1,...,an). The B operational semantics can thus be deﬁned with a ternary relation
→ as →op . That means in state , the operation op progresses with input variable a1,...,an,
then returns output variables r1,...,rm, and reaches a new state  . In the CSP part, P is a CSP
process, and P  is the process after P processing CSP channel ch, which has the same identical
name as the B operation op. Channel ch can be deﬁned with a number of variables b1,...,bi as
ch.b1.....bi. The CSP operational semantics is give by a similar relation → as P→ch P .
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Therefore,thebeforeandafterstateofB+CSPspeciﬁcationcanbedeﬁnedas(,P)and( ,P ).
We can now deﬁne the operational semantics of B+CSP speciﬁcation by combining the two ternary
relations into one form (,P)→ev( ,P ), where the combined event ev is the synchronization of
B operation op and CSP channel ch.
The essential issue of this synchronization is how to deﬁne the data ﬂows of B operations and CSP
channels. A B operation can have input variables a1,...,an and return output variables r1,...,rm as
result,whilevariablesb1,...,bi ofaCSPchannelcanhaveinput(?),output(!)anddot(.)decorations
to imply the data ﬂow of the variables.
PROB supports a very ﬂexible way to combine the data ﬂows of B operations and CSP channels.
In PROB, the synchronization is achieved by Prolog uniﬁcation, which means data information can
ﬂow in from both B and CSP:
• CSP channels can provide concrete data values, which means the CSP part is used to drive
the B part. For example, a CSP channel ch!a can output data a to drive a corresponding B
operation op(a).
• B operations can provide data values, which means that the B part is used to drive the CSP part.
For example, a B operation b←op can provide data for the corresponding CSP channel ch?b.
• B and CSP can both provide concrete data values to each other. The mixed data ﬂow allows
B and CSP can drive each other at the same time. In this case, a CSP channel ch!a?b and a B
operation b←op(a).
• In the worst case, when both B and CSP do not provide concrete data values, PROB can
enumerate the B datatypes of variables and drive the interpreter.
As an abstract model checking tool, PROB tries to explore all the possible states of a system. The
power of enumerating data values from datatype deﬁnitions makes it capable of using the combined
channels without caring about the input/output data ﬂow on the channels. Therefore, it does not
clearly distinguish the input and output variables of both B and CSP.
2.2. The restricted semantics of B+CSP
As a model checking tool, PROB aims to exhaustively explore all the states of an abstract ﬁnite
state system, on the way enumerating all possible value combinations of operation arguments. The
ﬂexibility in combining the two formal models provides more power to the PROB tool to model
check the state space of a model. The implementation of the semantics using Prolog uniﬁcation is
simple and efﬁcient. In some cases, it allows the PROB interpreter, instead the B or the CSP, to drive
the combined model. However, as our target is implementing the combined B+CSP speciﬁcation in
a concrete programming language, we cannot implement the involvement of the PROB interpreter or
support the same ﬂexible and abstract semantics as model checkers. Therefore, we have to restrict
the original semantics in PROB to make it suitable and meaningful for a concrete programming
language.
The PROB interpreter is used when neither the B nor the CSP provides full data information to
drive the model. There are three kinds of cases, where this can happen:
• Both the B operation op(aa) and the CSP channel ch?aa request the data value of variable aa.
• The B operation op(aa) requests the data value of variable aa, while CSP channel ch does not
provide the value.
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Table I. The allowed arguments combination for pure CSP event.
CSP input CSP output CSP none




CSP input (c?y) ×
√
(p2p sync) ×
CSP none (c) ××
√
(barrier)
• The CSP channel ch?aa requests the data value of variable aa, while B operation op does not
provide the value.
In our restricted semantics, we prohibit all the three combinations. Furthermore, there is another
combination of the B and CSP variables dropped from the semantics.
• Both the B operation aa←op and the CSP channel ch!aa output data values.
PROB can handle this with its Prolog uniﬁcation. Only when the two output values from the B
and the CSP are the same, can the B operation and the CSP channel be combined. However, this
violates the concurrency model of our approach.
We thus deﬁne a restricted B+CSP operational semantics as follows. For a B oper-
ation o1,...,om ←op(i1,...,in), its corresponding CSP channel must be in the form of
ch!i1...!in?o1...?om. At CSP state P, a CSP process sends channel arguments i1,...,in through the
channel to a B operation as input arguments. After the data transitions of the channel complete—
taking B state from  to  —the CSP state changes to P . The arguments o1,...,om represent the
data returned from B to CSP. The input arguments i1,...,in only exist in state (,P), while the
output arguments o1,...,om are only available in state ( ,P ). The new restricted semantics of
a combined event ev can be expressed as ((,P),in)→ev(( ,P ),out), where in=i1,...,in,a n d
out=o1,...,om.
PROB also supports the classical CSP communication channels. These channels exist only in
the CSP part of the combined speciﬁcation and have no B counterparts, which means that they
cannot directly affect the system states in the B part. A channel output (c!y) synchronizes with
some corresponding channel input (c?x) from a different process, and transfers a data item. This
synchronizationisapoint-to-point(p2p)communicationpattern.Italsosupportsmulti-waysynchro-
nization, multiple processes can synchronize on one barrier channel c. Table I demonstrates CSP
communication channels supported in this work.
3. THE JAVA IMPLEMENTATION OF B+CSP
The JCSP package enables the implementation of CSP/occam formal speciﬁcations in Java. Our
combined B+CSP speciﬁcations are expressed in a much larger language than the classical occam
subset of CSP. Although the occam- language extended the occam language and supports multi-
way synchronization, its semantics are still different from that of B+CSP. However, it is possible
to use occam- to express the semantics of B+CSP. That means that it is also possible to use the
new JCSP package to construct the implementation of B+CSP.
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Table II. Comparing Java classes from JCSP and JCSProB.
CSP JCSP JCSProB
CSP process The CSProcess class The BCSProcess class
Process container The ParThread class The RecurThread class
Parallel composition The Parallel class The CSParallel class
Sequential composition The Sequence class The CSPSequence class
External choice guard The Guard class The BCSPGuard class
External choice The Alternative class The Alter class
CSP event JCSP channel classes JCSProB event classes
In the previous JCSP packages before 1.0rc7, there were no facilities for multi-way synchro-
nization on external choice (AltingBarrier), or atomic state change during an extended rendezvous.
Like occam-, these versions implement a barrier class, which supports the synchronization of
more than two processes. However, the barrier class is not embedded with the guards for external
choice.
State change is the other issue of concern. JCSP channels are mainly used for communication
and synchronization. The state change can only happen in JCSP process objects, while in B+CSP,
only the B part of combined events can access the system variables and change the system state.
Therefore, we need to implement the data transitions on system states inside the implementation
of combined events.
To deal with these limitations, we construct a new Java package, JCSProB, to implement the
B+CSP semantics and concurrency. This package provides infrastructure for constructing concur-
rent Java programs from B+CSP speciﬁcations. Different Java classes provided by JCSP and
JCSProB are compared in Table II.
3.1. Event classes
The channel class in JCSProB is PCChannel; all the channel classes in the Java applica-
tion need to extend this class to obtain the implemented B+CSP semantics and concurrency.
The data transitions of a channel should be implemented in the run() method of the channel
class.
The allowed argument combinations for the restricted semantics are shown in Table III. The
PCChannel class provides four methods to implement this semantics policy. All the input and output
arguments are grouped into objects of Java Vector class (java.util.Vector):
• void ready(): there is no input/output on the combined channel
• void ready(Vector InputVec): CSP process passes arguments to B operation
• Vector ready rtn(): CSP process receives arguments from B operation
• Vector ready rtn(Vector InputVec):CSPprocesspassesargumentstoBoperation,andreceives
arguments from B operation.
Implementing synchronization in the restricted B+CSP concurrency is another important task
for the PCChannel class. When there is more than one process synchronizing on a channel,
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Table III. The allowed arguments combination for B+CSP events.
B: input arguments B: return arguments B: no argument




CSP input (c?y) ×
√
×
CSP none (c) ××
√
B Machine
Process R Process Q Process P
Channel m Channel n Channel n Channel m
Operation n Operation m
Figure 3. The synchronization between B and CSP speciﬁcation.
the run() method will not be invoked until the condition from the concurrency model is
satisﬁed. In the PCChannel class, we implement the synchronization illustrated in Section 2.2. The
inc syn procs no(int) method from PCChannel class is used to indicate the number of processes,
which synchronize on it. For example, in Figure 3 the inc syn procs no(int) method of channel n
is called to indicate that process Q and R synchronize on this channel, before the two processes
are initialized in the MAIN process.
The following Java code shows how this mechanism is implemented:
n ch.inc syn procs no(2);
new Parallel(
new CSProcess[]{
new P procclass(var,m ch),
new Q procclass(var,m ch,n ch),
new R procclass(var,n ch),
}
).run();
Process classes P procclass, Q procclass and R procclass are running in parallel. An instance of
Parallel class from JCSP package groups all three of them together, and uses the run() method to run
the three processes in parallel. The inc syn procs no(int) method of channel object n ch is called to
inform the channel that there are two processes, Q procclass and R procclass, synchronizing on it.
Although channel object m ch is also shared by two processes P procclass, Q procclass,t h et w o
processes interleave with each other, and do not synchronize on it.
There are two other issues concerning the PCChannel class. One is the precondition check, which
can guard conditions on the data transitions inside a B operation. The PCChannel class provides a
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method preConditionCheck() for checking the precondition on the data transition, and blocking the
caller process when the condition is not satisﬁed. The actual precondition should be implemented in
the preCondition() method of the channel class. The default preCondition() method in PCChannel
guards on no condition, and always indicates that the precondition is satisﬁed. The concrete channel
subclass needs to override the preCondition() method to implement the precondition.
The other issue is the implementation of atomic access by the B operations. The JCSProB
packages provide a JcspVar class for implementing this feature in the Java implementation.
It explicitly implements an exclusive lock to control the access to the B variables. Only one
channel object can have the lock at a time. When a subclass of PCChannel tries to over-
ride the run() method, it is forced to use method lock() from JcspVar class to obtain the
access authorization ﬁrst, and release it by calling method unlock() after data transitions. When
constructing a Java implementation from its formal speciﬁcation, the JcspVar class needs to
be extended, and all the global B variables should be implemented in the new constructed
class.
3.2. Process and thread classes
A notable difference between B+CSP and JCSP/occam- is how they implement recursion in the
process. occam- uses a WHILE loop structure in a process to implement recursion. The statements
inside the structure are repeatedly processed if the loop condition is satisﬁed. In JCSP, this loop
structure is implemented by the Java while loop statement, which has the same semantics as the
WHILE loop in occam-. The loop steps in a recursion take place in a single JCSP process object,
without introducing any new process objects. For example, a CSP process
P = a?x → b!x → P
would be translated into a JCSP process class as:








The CSP part of the B+CSP speciﬁcation supports more general forms of recursion through
process calls. To deﬁne a linear recursion process P in CSP, the process name P appears in some
branchesof P’sbehaviour.Semantically,afterprocess P performseventsa andb,itentersastate P .
At state P , it calls process P. Then the process would perform as a new P again. In this way,
events a and b are repeatedly called. Although the linear recursion described here can be easily
implemented by the loop structures in JCSP and occam-, they are not the same semantically:
in JCSP/occam-, the loop is inside a process, which means that the loop structure maintains the
state variables of the process, whereas each new process instance created in CSP carries its own
process state.
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Furthermore, using branching structures, such as condition and choice, CSP can produce more
complex and mutual recursion patterns than can be modelled by the while loop in JCSP. One process
can have different descendant processes depending on condition and choice, for example:
Q = c → R  d → Q
After resolving the external choice, the process Q here can perform as either Q or R. It is not clear
whether it is possible to devise generic models in Java for such mutual recursion structures using
simple loops.
If it is not possible to devise such a model, it would require the existing process object to
declare a new process object and call its run method. But it is not safe to directly call a new
process object in JCSP. For example, the process P above would be translated into a JCSP process
class as:








The translation is not semantically correct: the process state should not be retained when new
process starts in CSP, whereas the new process object is stacked atop the existing process object,
which means that the existing one cannot be released. It is also dangerous to do this in JCSP because
doing so may eventually cause a Java stack overﬂow error (JDK has a limitation on the number of
objects it can handle).
In our implementation of process calls and recursions, we replace the caller process object
P with the callee process object P  in the same Java thread container. There is a synchro-
nization barrier in a thread, which is used to inform the environment about the termination of
this thread. The JCSP package has a package-private thread class ParThread for running JCSP
process objects. The ParThread class only appears in the Parallel class, which implements the
parallel composition of processes. It is not allowed to be accessed from the outside of the JCSP
package.
TheimplementationoftheCSPprocessinJCSProBconsistsoftwoparts:anabstractprocessclass
BCSProcess, which implements the CSProcess interface of JCSP, and a thread class RecurThread
which is the thread container for the new process class. Every BCSProcess process object needs to
run in its own thread container, which is an instance of the RecurThread class. Even for the main
process, the Java program needs to produce an extra thread contrainer to run it. The RecurThread
class consists of two ﬁelds: one is the BCSProcess process object which runs in it, and the other is
aJ C S PBarrier object which needs to synchronize before the thread terminates. When the thread
starts running, it calls the run method of the process object. The BCSProcess class provides a
callNextProc method for its implementation classes. When an existing process object P calls a
new process object P , it calls the callNextProc method with P .W h e nP terminates, the thread
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Figure 4. Parallel composition in JCSProB.
container releases the process object P, and runs the new process object P . Therefore, the above
example is implemented in JCSProB as:










process. As the multi-threading mechanism in JCSP does not support this new thread class, we
also implemented parallel composition and sequential composition for the new thread and process
classes. The parallel process composition of B+CSP is implemented in the CSParallel class. For
a parallel composition consisting of N processes, the CSParallel object generates N new thread
objects of the RecurThread class to run all the N processes. All of the new N threads, and the
current thread running the parallel composition, share a barrier whose counter is set to N+1. When
all the threads terminate, the parallel composition structure completes its run. Figure 4 illustrates
a parallel composition of three processes. This new implementation of parallel composition allows
the process objects in all the parallel threads to be replaced by new process objects.
3.3. Automated translation: from B+CSP to Java
In [22,23], we introduced the translation rules and the translation tool, which convert B+CSP
models into Java code. The JCSProB package provides the basic facilities for constructing concur-
rent Java applications from B+CSP models. However, as B+CSP models and the Java code
represent different abstraction levels using quite different structuring concepts, it is not easy
for the user to identify the mapping between them. Therefore, manually constructing the Java
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implementation with the package is complex, and cannot guarantee whether the Java application is
correctly constructed. To close the gap, a set of translation rules is developed to provide a formal
connection between the combined speciﬁcation and the target Java application. The translation rules
can be recursively used to generate a concurrent Java application from a B+CSP model.
The automatic translation tool is constructed as a part of the PROB tool. Our translation tool is
also developed in SICStus Prolog, which is the implementation language for PROB. In PROB, the
B+CSP speciﬁcation is parsed and interpreted into Prolog terms, which express the operational
semantics of the combined speciﬁcation. The translation tool works in the same environment as
PROB, acquires information on the combined speciﬁcation from the Prolog terms, and translates
the information into the Java program.
4. EXAMPLES
In this section, we demonstrate implementations of guarded external choice and multi-way synchro-
nization with the dining philosophers example. Figure 5 shows the CSP part of the speciﬁcation of
the combined model. The B part is simple, comprising a small number of state variables to track the
states of the philosophers. As we use this example to demonstrate synchronization and recursion
implementations from the CSP part, the B machine is not discussed further here.
Using the translation tool, a Java program is generated from the combined B+CSP model. The
target Java program consists of a number of process classes, event classes and a state class, which
are designed for maintaining state variables. For each B+CSP event, a JCSProB event class is
generated.Normally,just one instance of eacheventclass is deﬁned in a JCSProB program.For each
namedCSPprocess,aJCSProBprocessclassisgenerated,andseveralobjectsofaprocessclassmay
exist in the program at runtime. For example, ﬁve process objects from the fork process class would
be declared in the Java program. Figure 6 presents the run method from the fork process class.
The fork process FORK procclass extends the abstract process class BCSProcess provided by
JCSProB. Similar to the JCSP process classes, the behaviour of a process is expressed in the run
method of the process class. The CSP process FORK starts with an external choice on the picksup
event with different data parameters. The external choice implementation class Alter of JCSProB
Figure 5. The dining philosophers example.
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Figure 6. The dining philosophers example: the fork class.
takes two input arguments: an array in of BCSPGuard objects which stores the ﬁrst event of each
choice path, and a vector which stores the input data for each of these events. The Alter object alt
resolves the external choice using a multi-way synchronization algorithm [25]. A choice decision
is made based on the synchronization between fork and philosopher processes, as well as the
preconditions of the combined events deﬁned in the B part. The chosen event progresses inside
the alt object, and then the choice decision returns to the fork process. The switch statement uses
the choice decision to guide the process to continue with the selected choice path.
InCSP,eachchoicebranchofaFORKprocesscallsanewFORKprocessinstancewhenitﬁnishes
its run. In the Java process classes, a new process object is created, and used by the callNextProc
method as a parameter. When the current process object ﬁnishes its run, its thread container notices
that there is a new subsequent process object. The thread container releases the existing process
object, and starts to run the subsequent one. In this way, the recursive run of a FORK process is
implemented with a Java implementation of CSP process calls.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This implementation strategy has been experimentally evaluated [23]. Runtime invariant
checking and user-deﬁned assertion checking were implemented and embedded inside the Java
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implementation. We carried out a number of experiments, implementing some concurrent formal
models. The known properties from the B+CSP models were evaluated in the generated Java
programs. Some unknown properties, such as user-deﬁned fairness assertions, were tested through a
runtime assertion check module. This experimental evaluation of the implementation strategy gave
conﬁdence in the work, and provided a basis for addressing problems and for further development.
Our implementation strategy is strongly related to a similar approach in the Circus development.
In [26], a set of translation rules is developed to formally deﬁne the translation from a subset of
the Circus language to Java programs that use JCSP. As the JCSP 1.0rc5 package only supports
point-to-point communication, and does not allow state change inside the channel, the supported
Circus language subset in the translation is very limited. In [27], an ongoing effort develops an
extended channel class to support multi-way synchronization. Moreover, an automatic translation
tool and a brief GUI program are constructed using these translation rules. CSP/occam is used to
model multi-way synchronization, and then JCSP to implement that model.
In [28], the new version of JCSP package (since 1.0rc7) is introduced with some new features,
such as AltingBarrier, output guards and rendezvous. These new features provide alternative imple-
mentations for external choice with multi-way synchronization and state changes. The potential
future work is to compare our implementation with the new JCSP, and even to make the two
implementations compatible.
Since the current JCSProB package implements and hides the B+CSP semantics and concur-
rency model inside the package, the Java application generated by the translation is clear and well
structured. The disadvantage is that the implementation of the B+CSP semantics and concurrency
inside JCSProB still requires a formal proof of correctness of the translation. In [10], a veriﬁcation
technique is applied to prove the correctness of the JCSP communication channel implementa-
tion using FDR. In future work, we hope to adopt such a technique to formally model our Java
implementation and prove its correctness.
A GUI package has been developed to support user interaction and conﬁguration for JCSProB
programs. The translator now also supports an option to automatically generate Java programs
with GUIs. Furthermore, the runtime assertion checking module is now implemented as part of the
GUI package. The user can deﬁne assertions and assertion checking algorithms as a plug-in module
for JCSProB GUI programs. We will report the GUI package in the future.
Scalability is another signiﬁcant issue. The JCSProB package, as well as the translation, should be
applied to bigger case studies to evaluate and improve its ﬂexibility and scalability. Currently, only
one B+CSP speciﬁcation pair is allowed in PROB. A proven reﬁnement strategy for producing a
concrete B0+CSP implementation from an abstract speciﬁcation, as well as a technique for compo-
sition and decomposition, is still unavailable. Therefore, the JCSProB application is now restricted
on a single machine. An abstract B+CSP speciﬁcation cannot currently be reﬁned and decomposed
into a distributed system. In [29], an approach for composing combined B and CSP speciﬁcations—
CSP B—is presented. Work is in progress on practically applying a similar composition technique
for B+CSP.
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